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Keep Your Eye on the Donut, Not the Hole 
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Purpose/Learning Objectives 

• Share ideas on how to program, with staff and community members,  multi-sensory 
experiences throughout the month, built upon a monthly theme. 

• Discover how to implement the monthly theme to recruit, retain, and revitalize current, as 
well as prospective, community members and the greater community. 

Target Population 

Activity Professionals 

Brief Description of Activity 

View a slide show and participate in a lively discussion on how to implement the monthly 
theme of  “Building Community,” symbolized by an enticing “DONUT” image. Share ideas on 
how to program, with staff and community members, experiences throughout the month that 
build upon the theme to recruit, retain, and revitalize current, as well as prospective, 
community members and the greater community. 

Technology  Requirements 

Share slide show through Zoom.  Record session for later viewing.  



Supply/Materials Options 

Invite a donut supplier to donate $ or donuts to the  presentation  or give a discount because 
it is a great outreach for a noble cause. 

Precautions and Adaptions needed for different strengths and capabilities 
Since community members come from a variety of backgrounds, ages, and stages, we need 
to come up with activities throughout the month that address each community member’s 
skills/interests/abilities/experience. For example, some community members might like to 
draw or make crafts; others might prefer to discuss history or science; others might like to 
prepare food or exercise their body. Some might like to participate in group activities, others 
might prefer one-to-one interactions. 

Environment and Set-Up 
Large screen and Zoom set-up required to project slide show to participants.   

Timed Agenda 

• 5 minutes:  Introduce the presentation (Slides 1-6) 

• Share ideas on how to develop a monthly theme, such at “Building Community,”  with 
staff and community members (Slide 1) 

• Include an image, such as the “Donut”, and a slogan, such as “Keep Your Eyes off the 
Donut, Not the Hole; tell a story related to the image (Slide 1) 

• Program a variety of wellness  (i.e., physical, emotional, creative, cultural, cognitive, 
social spiritual, multi-cultural health) experiences throughout the month built upon the 
theme (Slide 1) 

• Recruit, retain, and revitalize current, as well as prospective, community members and 
the greater community by implementing your monthly theme (Slide 1) 

• Be open to sources of inspiration by staying in the present,  by letting yourself dream, 
and by listening and observing; (Slides 2 and 3) 

• Take action,  inspire and engage others, enlist their support;  (Slides 4, 5, 6) 



• 20 minutes:  Discuss example:  Monthly theme – “Building Community;” Symbol:  “Donut”  
(Slides 7 -18) 

• How does the Donut symbolize “Building Community?” (Slide 7) 

• What activities could you create related to “The Donut Song?” (Slide 8) 

• How could you involve community members in donut making? (Slide 9) 

• How could you share donut-themed books with children? (Slide 10) 

• View video clip of “Arnie the Donut?” (Slide 11) 

• Research origins of donuts (Slide 12) 

• View “The Donut King” (Slide 13) 

• How and why could you connect with the greater community? (Slide 14) 

• How could you create donut designs with your community? (Slide 15) 

• What could you make with donut-designed fabric? (Slide 16) 

• Why make a community donut recipe book? (Slide 17) 

• Who could you invite to donut parties? (Slide 18) 

• 15 minutes:  Participate in a brief activity (Slide 19) 

• On-site participants divide into pairs to come up with a monthly theme and a few 
activities that community members could do during the month that relate to the theme 
(they share their monthly theme with on-site facilitator who walks around room to collect 
their brainstorming ideas on a piece of paper); 

•  Zoom participants  share their monthly theme on Zoom Chat; 

• Participants discuss how to implement a monthly theme to recruit, retain, and revitalize 
current, as well as prospective, community members and the greater community. 

• 5 minutes:   Wrap Up Discuss how Activity Professionals could implement a monthly 
theme, such as “Building Community,”  to recruit, retain, and revitalize current, as well as 
prospective, community members and the greater community. (Slides 20, 21, 22, 23) 

• Thought Question 

• Resources 

• For more information


